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Background

Situated at the headboard panel next to the bed, the 
Patient Information Board (PIB) shows selected information 
about the patient. It serves as a tool for sta� to know the 
patient at a glance and thereby improve communication 
with the patients. For example, important information such 
as drug allergies and fall precaution are displayed to act as 
a reminder.
 
However, the current PIB does not prioritise the displayed 
information and the tags used to populate the board use 
keywords that are both too small and di�icult to understand. 
Users also require a longer time to update the PIB whenever 
there are new admissions or changes made by healthcare 
professionals including clinicians, dietitians and therapists. 

The objectives of the PIB are to :

Results

Clean, uncluttered display  
Tags are graphics-based, which
makes it easier to comprehend

Integrated storage - Storage compartments for 
the magnetic tags reduce the time taken for 
sta� to get the relevant tags to be displayed 

Hassle-free usage - Relevant tags are easily 
retrieved due to the categorisation of tags in 
the storage compartment 

Pleasant ward environment - An image of 
a bird is displayed when the bed is unoccupied

Method

Review Current Process Test & RefineExplore & Experiment

3    First working prototype: PIB was cluttered with 
      excessive colourful icons. Furthermore, there were 
      usability issues which hindered users’ productivity

di�icult to aim 
and slot tag into 
narrow gap

90 degree opening 
is insu�icient for 
users to place the 
tags in easily

lack of arrangement 
for storage of tags

display of tags too cluttered 
and some icons are not 
indicative of the restrictions

* image provided from vendor, Systmz Pte Ltd

* image provided from vendor, Systmz Pte Ltd

2    Selected 2 out of 3 concepts from the vendor to produce a working prototype

PIB Option 1 - Slots Rear Loaded PIB Option 2 - Magnetic

Concurrently, we discovered 
that in some of the YCH 
wards, the bedside cabinet 
is as high as the wall partition, 
which le� insu�icient space 
for the PIB to be mounted and 
be visible. Hence some PIBs 
have to be mounted on the 
le� of the patient  instead of 
the usual right.

Each ward has a large number of tags to manage. These 
tags are usually kept at the ward’s main nursing counter or 
sub nursing counters. Nurses have to walk to and fro from 
the nursing counters to get the tags whenever there are 
updates or changes to the patient’s condition. This causes 
them to take a longer time to update the board, hence 
reducing time for patient care.

1    First low fidelity prototype 
      to communicate concept to 
      vendor

Next, we tried out the 
improved prototype in a 
KTPH ward. This allowed 
us to visualise the PIB in 
its actual environment 
and simultaneously gather 
feedback from nurses on 
the readability and usability.

We created a second low 
fidelity prototype to 
further refine the vendor’s
concept and collect 
feedback from users and 
workgroup members. 
This helped us to improve 
the usability of the PIB.

Text-based information 
Small supporting visual icons make 
it di�icult to grab essential 
information at the first glance

Decentralised inventory
Users need to gather tags at the 
Kaizen trolley before proceeding 
to the PIB

Costly replacement of tags 
With 32 tags to manage, the yearly 
replacement of tags costs $20,800. 
In addition, sta� print 27 more 
tags on paper

Iterative 
Prototyping

Experience of sta� / patient
“Better, easy to read, the one in 
KTPH not easy to understand 
and not clear as some was 
handwritten”

Mdm S (WDD57B28)

“Not big enough but at least clear
enough for me to understand the
instructions, bed number too 
small”

Visitor of Mdm K (WDD57B19)“Convenient, easy to locate 
the tags, timely update of 
board.  More durable now as 
it is magnetic” AN Wahida

“The tags are stored together with the 
board now, it makes it easier for us to 
get the necessary tags to put up, save 
time walking to another location 
just to get the tags” SN Jia Yee

PT Melissa

PT Song Kie

“I like it very much, 
easy to use, nice 
presentation”

Visitors and Patients
Sta�
 - Nurses : AN (Assistant Nurse), SN (Sta� Nurse)
 - Allied Health : PT (Physiotherapist)

SN Eugene

“Pictures make it easier 
to understand. Bright 
colours cheer up the place. 
Big enough to see.”

Next of Kin of Mr K (WDD57B13)

Conclusion

“Clearer instructions on
 patient's mobility status 
with use of pictures... 
bigger, easy to see.” "Now able to update the board 

almost instantly whenever 
there are changes to patient's 
mobility status... it is very 
convenient"

Impact & 
Sustainability

Productivity*

New
patient

admission
(populate 

PIB)

Items

Time

KTPH
YCH

KTPH
YCH

Cost / Inventory Savings
$

Cost per unit
Items

Inventory of
di�erent tags

Replacement
costs per annum
(estimation made from purchase order)

$125

$229 33 
Tags

19 
Tags

$20K

Laminated
paper tags

Metal 
tags

$2K

6 minutes

4 minutes

*8 nurses (4 from KTPH and 4 from YCH) were given 2 similar 
patient profiles to try on both the KTPH and YCH PIB and were 
timed from the moment they read the patient profile to completion 
of updating the PIB. Average timing was then taken.

Only essential and relevant 
information is displayed, limiting 
clutter and reducing confusion. 
This leads to better communication 
between sta�, patients and 
caregivers, as well as within the 
clinical care team. The relevant 
healthcare professional groups 
have better ownership of updating 
the information, thereby ensuring 
safety of care of the patient.
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Enhance clarity of the displayed information

Provide timeliness in updating of information

Increase communication between sta�, patients 
and visitors
Ensure safety of patients

Streamline work process
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2
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single
aluminium door

with fixed 
clear acylic front

rear loading plastic cards
(double sided option)

each unit stores
full set of cards

(reduce logistics)

alcohol
resistant
plastic cards

alcohol
resistant

silk screen
coated

aluminium
/ EG Chassis

seamless
borderless

magnetic cards
with steel back

finger access
(easy to pry out
magnetic cards) coated aluminium/ EG chassis

(option:
magnetic board
with steel cards,
more convenient)

one hand operation cards and slots
flushed

(4 screw mounting
concealed behind cards)

High impact
4mm acrylic screen
with aluminium hinge

one hand operation seamless 
appearance:
reverse silk screen 
masking

low profile design
(4 screw mounting
concealed behind 
cards)


